
Covercare Ltd Sail Laundry Notice

In order to avoid misunderstanding, customer disappointment and possible claims for damage it is important 
that customers should be made aware of the following points when requesting laundry services on sails, covers, 

sprayhoods etc.

It may not be possible to fully restore very soiled items, for example those covered in black mould spots, mildew, 
moss or green algae, particularly where mould has spread under tapes, seams, pockets or between laminates.

If bleaching is necessary to try to remove the worst of such soiling, in extremely rare cases yellowing of sail cloth or 
colour run of dyed fabrics may occur.

In some rare instances UV strips of Odyssey fabric fitted to furling genoas have been known to bleed dye, especially 
when sent for laundry when UV degraded. This may result in the sail having a coloured tint after laundry.

Rust spots, blood, oil/grease, solvent, exhaust, aluminium and other stubborn stains
and marks can be resistant to removal particularly if they are old.

On sprayhoods and cockpit enclosures etc, or sails with a clear vinyl window, the removal of ingrained algae around 
window seams may occasionally lead to breakage of the window panel. Such panels are in any case prone to breakage 

during laundry if they are old, discoloured misused or brittle.

For best results we recommend that all covers cleaned are re-proofed by ourselves. However, in cases where covers 
have been allowed to become very soiled, areas may be successfully cleaned but may then not hold a proofing agent, 

with the result that the cover may not be fully water-resistant.

Items that are sent for laundry with stitching already failing, either through UV damage, stress, misuse or general 
wear and tear, or items that are damaged, torn or in any way defective, may find that said problems may become 
exacerbated by the laundry process. In exceptionally rare cases where an item is rotten, heavily UV damaged or 

worn, or otherwise in any way defective, the fabric itself may not survive the laundry process intact.

Although cotton canvas may be successfully cleaned, we cannot guarantee water resistance after laundry, even if 
items have been re-treated.

The re-proofing process isn't always successful in aged covers due to their 
porous nature.

Covercare LTD accept no liability for loss or damage, however caused.
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